Through a systematic investigation of the complete dielectric tensor, between 0.5 and 5.0 eV, of is the only spinel ferrite with a major contribution of crystal field transitions to the magneto-optical spectrum. The observed presence of only two intense crystal field transitions in specifically CoFe 2 O 4 is explained. The observed relative strengths of these two transitions in CoFe 2 O 4 , in which remarkably the upper transition at 1.82 eV is more intense than the lower transition at 0.83 eV is also explained in a crystal field analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spinel type ferrites are compounds with the cubic spinel type structure and the general formula Me x Fe 3Ϫx 3ϩ O 4 . In most important magnetic ferrites Me is a divalent metal cation. In a ''normal'' spinel ferrite the divalent Me ions are located on the tetrahedral sites. Fe 3 O 4 , or magnetite, crystallizes in the inverse spinel structure, with cation distribution ͑Fe 3ϩ ͓͒Fe 3ϩ Fe 2ϩ ͔O 4 . In this structural formula the parentheses denote tetrahedral sites and the square brackets denote the octahedral sites. Most of the properties of ferrites have been thoroughly studied and are well documented. 1, 2 However, the electronic structure of Fe 3 O 4 and that of related compounds is still a subject of debate. The rather complex electronic structure of transition metal oxides in general has led for Fe 3 O 4 and related ferrites to a confusing variety of interpretations of the optical and magneto optical ͑MO͒ Kerr spectra, due to different assignments of the observed transitions. [3] [4] [5] [6] Recently, we measured both the optical and MO polar Kerr spectra of pure Fe 3 O 4 and of Mg 2ϩ -and Al 3ϩ -substituted Fe 3 O 4 and from these the complete dielectric tensors of these compounds between 0.7 and 4.0 eV were determined. 7 Subsequently, the MO spectrum of Fe 3 O 4 between 0.7 and 4.0 eV was resolved through fitting simultaneously both the diagonal and the off-diagonal elements of this tensor with a single set of transitions and this consistently for all partially substituted ferrite samples. This enabled the assignment of all major transitions in Fe 3 O 4 to intervalence and intersublattice charge transfer ͓͑IVCT͒ and ͑ISCT͒, respectively͔ transitions.
Essentially the same method was used to reexamine the MO spectra of Li 0. 5 9, 10 Between Fe t 2g orbitals direct electron transfer is possible as a result of the overlap between these orbitals. The key distinction between IVCT transitions and CF transitions is that the former involves two cations while the latter is a single-ion transition. As a result, the parity selection rule is relaxed for IVCT transitions. 11 Note that IVCT transitions between Fe 3ϩ ions on different crystallographic sites, as depicted in Fig. 1 , are traditionally called ISCT transitions. 11 For reasons of clarity we will continue to refer to these transitions as ISCT transitions.
The role of the lattice in IVCT transitions may be discussed qualitatively with a configuration coordinate diagram as presented in Fig. 2 where each of the two paraboles corresponds to the electron being situated at a distinct site. 6 For two equivalent sites Fig. 2͑a͒ applies, the dotted line representing the potential energy in case of a partly delocalized electron. As illustrated by the arrow, upon absorption of a photon with an energy equal to E op the electron is transferred from one site to another. The transfer occurs on an electronic timescale which the lattice cannot follow due to the large ionic mass͑es͒. As a result, the lattice coordinate, Q, does not change during the transition ͑Franck-Condon principle͒. Indicated in this figure is also the activation energy for thermal charge transfer, E th . The case of two nonequivalent sites is depicted in Fig. 2͑b͒ . As this figure indicates, optical IVCT transitions between cations on nonequivalent sites occur at higher energies than comparable IVCT transitions between cations on equivalent sites. Furthermore, the thermal activation energy is larger which may lead to localization of the electron in absence of optical excitation. Finally, if the electron is optically transferred to a neighboring nonequivalent cation site, a metastable situation results. The lifetime of this, in essence, excited state will be short, as the activation energy for the electron to revert to the ground state through thermal charge transfer is small. 
B. Crystal-field transitions
To examine which 3d crystal-field ͑CF͒ transitions are possible in spinel ferrites, we first discuss Fe 3 O 4 . CF transitions of ions on octahedral sites are parity forbidden for any ion due to the inversion symmetry. In addition CF transitions involving Fe 3ϩ are also spin forbidden. CF transitions of Fe 3ϩ on the A sites are slightly parity allowed due to the lack of inversion symmetry in the crystal field at that site. However, CF transitions of Fe 3ϩ on tetrahedral sites do not occur at optical frequencies, as the term of a free Fe 3ϩ ion is nondegenerate (Lϭ0). CF transitions of Me 2ϩ on A sites are spin allowed and slightly parity allowed, however, the Fe 2ϩ cations in Fe 3 O 4 have a strong octahedral site preference. 1 As a result, in Fe 3 O 4 , CF transitions have a low oscillator strength. In mixed ferrites, however, the inversion symmetry on B sites can be lost due to distortion of the octahedral symmetry, which may lead to stronger CF transitions. Furthermore, in ferrites with ions in the high spin state on A sites, for instance Co 2ϩ ions in cobalt ferrite, CF transitions of considerable strength may be observed.
The electronic structure of the Co 2ϩ ion ͑d 7 ) in tetrahedral coordination is equivalent to that of d 3 
with Rϭͱ(9BϪ⌬) 2 ϩ144B 2 and tan 2␣ϭ12B/(9BϪ⌬), where B is the Co 2ϩ Racah parameter and ⌬ is the crystal field splitting between t 2 and e orbitals. Thus the mean frequency and the splitting of the lines are ប ϭ15Bϩ3⌬ and ͉h ϩ Ϫh Ϫ ͉ϭR. Since in an ordinary dipole transition only a single electron can be promoted to an excited orbital, the only nonzero dipole matrix element is that between 4 A 2 (t 2 3 ) and 4 T 1 (t 2 2 e). Therefore the intensity ratio, I, of the lines is given by
It follows that the maximum value I can reach is 5/9 ͑when ␣ϭ/4͒.
In conclusion, the only two MO active CF transitions which are allowed for the spinel ferrites considered here are 4 A 2 → 4 T 1 (F) and 4 A 2 → 4 T 1 ( P) of tetrahedrally coordinated ions in the spin state, i.e., Co 2ϩ on A sites.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Fe 3 O 4
We unraveled the MO Kerr spectrum of Fe 3 O 4 between 0.7 and 4.0 eV by applying a rigorous fitting procedure in which all four elements of the dielectric tensor of Fe 3 O 4 were fitted simultaneously, using the equations of the elements of the dielectric tensor which describe the basic line shapes of transitions in the microscopic theory. In addition, the complete dielectric tensors of Fe 3 O 4 and of partially Mg 2ϩ or Al 3ϩ substituted Fe 3 O 4 were fitted consistently with a single set of transitions for all samples. 7 As shown in Fig. 3 As a consequence, all the major transitions in the Fe 3 O 4 MO Kerr spectrum could be assigned to IVCT and ISCT transitions based on the energy level scheme depicted in Fig. 1 . The transitions identified are given in Table I .
The shifts in transition energy upon substitution further confirm these assignments. The lattice parameter of Al x Fe 3Ϫx O 4 decreases linearly with x, 13,14 the decrease being due to the small ion radius of ͓Al 3ϩ ͔ relative to ͓Fe 3ϩ ͔. Furthermore, the energy of an IVCT transition changes with the internuclear distance of the participating cations as Fig. 2 indicates. In Fig. 4 the change in energy of the IVCT transitions at 0.56 and 1.94 eV ͑a͒ and at 3.11 and 3.93 eV ͑b͒ as a function of Al 3ϩ content is shown. We observe, first, that the changes in energy are proportional to the Al 3ϩ content, after an initial jump which we have related previously to the perturbation of the octahedral symmetry, 7 and second, that the magnitude of the energy shift differs remarkably for the two sets of transitions. As shown in Table I , the transitions at 0.56 and 1.94 eV are of the octahedron-octahedron type with a direct overlap of the orbitals involved. In contrast, the transitions at 3.11 and 3.93 eV are of the octahedron-tetrahedron type for which the charge transfer between the orbitals involved is mediated by O 2Ϫ . From the spinel-type structure one infers that replacing one of the octahedrally coordinated iron ions will influence the relative positions of the surrounding oxygen ions more than the positions of the remaining octahedral cations relative to each other. As a consequence, ISCT transitions would be more sensitive to Al 3ϩ substitution and the observed difference in energy shift is consistent with the above assignment. The increase in the electrostatic polarization of the O 2Ϫ ion as a result of the small Al 3ϩ ion radius may be an alternative explanation for the observed difference. The shifts in energy upon Mg 2ϩ substitution are relatively small (Ͻ 0.05 eV͒ for all IVCT transitions. In this case no linear dependence was observed, probably due to slight variations in the cation distribution.
B. MgFe 2 O 4 ,Li o.5 Fe 2.5q O 4 , and NiFe 2 O 4
As seen in Table I . 8 In Fig. 5 ] for which the parity selection rule is relaxed, since in Li 0.5 Fe 2.5 O 4 the inversion symmentry of octahedral sites is lost. Note, that these CF transitions are still spin forbidden which can account for the fact that these transitions are significantly less intense ͑by a factor 10 to 20͒ then the allowed CF transtions in CoFe 2 O 4 ͑see Sec. III C͒. The same set of ISCT transitions is also observed in yttrium-iron-garnet ͑YIG͒ 11 and dominates the spectrum of ␥-Fe 2 O 3 which has the same shape as that of MgFe 4 O 4 . In the latter case, Me is in fact a vacancy. 16 In NiFe 2 O 4 we again observe this set of ISCT transitions. In addition, we observe a strong, relatively broad transition at 2.9 eV. This transition is assigned to an IVCT transition between ͓Ni 2ϩ ͔ and ͓Fe 3ϩ ͔ 8 consistent with the observed absence of magneto-optical transitons in the equatorial Kerr spectrum of ͑Fe͓͒NiCr͔O 4 between 1 and 5.4 eV. 17 Also, the strength and width of this transition is consistent with similar transitions in Fe 3 O 4 . Furthermore, as follows from Fig. 2 , the energy of an IVCT transition between two different cations is expected to be substantially higher than that between two identical cations, which in Fe 3 O 4 occurs at 0.55 eV.
C. CoFe 2 O 4
We have taken the complete dielectric tensors of CoFe 2 O 4 and CoAl x Fe 2Ϫx O 4 (xϭ0.1, 0.6, 1͒ from Martens et al. 18, 19 All four elements of the dielectric tensors of CoFe 2 O 4 and CoAl x Fe 2Ϫx O 4 were fitted simultaneously using a single set of parameters for all spectra, thus allowing trends in intensity upon Al 3ϩ substitution to be detected. One must be aware that CoAl x Fe 2Ϫx O 4 changes from inverse to normal spinel between xϭ0 and xϭ1.2, i.e., Co 2ϩ migrates to the tetrahedral site. In Fig. 6 the fit of the real and imaginary parts of the off-diagonal element of the dielectric tensor, ⑀ xy Ј and ⑀ xy Љ , of CoFe 2 O 4 is presented. The transitions identified are given in Table I . The observed transitions above 2.5 eV are the same ISCT transitions observed in all spinel ferrites. 8 Furthermore, at 2.21 eV an IVCT transition between ͓Co 2ϩ ͔ and ͓Fe 3ϩ ͔ is identified. As can be expected from Fig. 2 , the energy of this IVCT transition between two different cations is substantially higher than that between two identical cations which in Fe 3 O 4 occurs at 0.55 eV. 3 The remaining two transitions are the only transitions which have still a significant intensity in CoAlFeO 4 19 indicating that they are single-ion transitions, which we identify as CF transition of ͑Co 2ϩ ). As shown in Table I , CoFe 2 O 4 is the only spinel ferrite with a major contribution to the MO spectrum of CF transitions. The fact that we observe only two major CF transitions, and specifically in CoFe 2 O 4 , is explained by the crystal field analysis given in Sec. II B. Note, that the width of the CF transitions ͑Ϸ0.15 eV͒ is generally a factor two smaller than the width of the IVCT and ISCT transitions.
From the observed transition energies 0.83 eV and 1.82 eV one obtains for the Racah parameter, Bϭ0.08 eV and for the crystal field splitting, ⌬ϭ0.48 eV. The value of ⌬ is in line with expectations for oxides, but the value for B is significantly smaller than found in standard estimates from trends in divalent transition metal ions, 20 indicating strong hybridization between cobalt and oxygen. These values yield, using Eq. 3, a theoretical prediction for I equal to 0.41, while the observed intensity ratio is 0.25. The discrepancy is not serious and may partly be due to the difficulty of extracting accurate values for the linewidth from the experimental data. Qualitatively, the above simple crystal field description explains the fact that the lowest energy transition is the weakest of the two, and thus lends further support for our interpretation of these lines as Co 2ϩ crystal field transitions.
D. General discussion
In Sec. II B we put forward theoretical considerations why in ferrites only ions in the high spin state on A sites are expected to exhibit CF transitions of considerable strength. The available literature confirms this. First, in the equatorial Kerr spectrum of ͑Fe͓͒NiCr͔O 4 between 1 and 5.4 eV no transitions whatsoever are found, 17 It has also been proposed that oxygen 2p to metal 3d charge transfer transitions contribute to the optical spectra of spinel ferrites. However, these transitions are expected to take place at energies well above 4 eV and to be more intense and broader than the transitions observed in the optical range. See, for instance, the transition near 6 eV in Fe 3 O 4 . 4 Most significantly, neither CF transitions, nor oxygen 2 p to metal 3d charge transfer transitions explain why the intensities of certain transitions in the MO spectrum of Fe 3 O 4 depend on both ͓Fe 2ϩ ͔ and ͓Fe 3ϩ ͔, while other transitions do not. By contrast, for IVCT transitions this is a preposition. In conclusion, the assignment to IVCT transitions of the major transitions in Fe 3 O 4 explains the relative and absolute intensity, the relative and absolute energy, the width and lineshape, as well as, the dependence of these on various substitutions for all observed transitions and does so consistently for all spinel ferrites considered.
IV. WIDER SCOPE FOR IVCT TRANSITIONS?
We now discuss the possible relevance of IVCT transitions for other compounds than spinel ferrites. Since, the occurrence of IVCT transitions in mixed valence compounds is quite common, 9 the spectrum of any compound which contains elements that can be present in two different oxidation states and which exhibits relatively broad and intense transitions in the optical range could be dominated by IVCT transitions. Here we present experimental data indicating that this is actually the case for CoO. In Fig. 7 the real and imaginary part of the diagonal element of the dielectric tensor, ⑀ xx Ј and ⑀ xx Љ , respectively, i.e., the optical spectra, between 1.5 and 5 eV of ͑100͒ and ͑111͒ oriented CoO layers ͑94 and 162 nm thick, respectively͒ are presented. The energies of the identified transitions, are given in Table II . In the spectrum of the ͑100͒ oriented CoO the transition identified at 2.30 eV in the ͑111͒ oriented CoO appears to be missing, allowing the detection of a weaker transition at 2.70 eV. Thus far, only Pratt and Coelho have reported and assigned the transitions in the optical spectrum between 0.7 and 2.8 eV of ͑bulk͒ CoO in a study dating from 1959. 25 These authors observed transitions at 0.95, 1.61, 2.03, 2.05, 2.14, 2.30, 2.52, and 2.61 eV which they interpreted as CF transitions. However, no determination of the relative strength of these transitions was given. Direct inspection of the absorption spectrum presented by these authors, reveals a transition at 0.95 eV and a relatively strong transition around 2.3 eV and the tail of, in comparison, a much stronger transition above 2.8 eV, the edge of their measurement range. This is in agreement with our determination while our data extend to 5 eV. The assignment by Pratt and Coelho is in line with a recent theoretical study by de Graaf et al. 26 However, we note that the transitions in the 2.3-5 eV range are relatively broad (⌫ϭ0.3-0.4 eV͒ and intense compared to the transitions below 2.3 eV. Furthermore, the absence of the 2.3 eV transition in the ͑100͒ CoO layer is in line with the direction dependence of the absorption intensity of IVCT transitions which is predicted to be polarized along the metal-metal bond. 10 This anisotropic behavior has also been reported for IVCT transitions in other compounds. 9 Therefore, it is tempting to suggest that the major transitions in the 2.3-5 eV range are charge transfer type transitions.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The common feature of all spinel ferrites of the general type Me 
